Provost, Angela Henderson provided an update on enrollment for the fall semester. This is a preliminary report; before the census date. DA College has a 5% increase over last year, HWC has an increase of 3.84%, KKC has a decrease of -2.3%, MXC increased by 15.59%, OHC increased by 5%, TRC increased 5% and WRC increased by 5% over last year.

The Provost introduced Dr. Jim Frankenback who will assist CCC this year in developing metrics to evaluate our health science programs across the District.

Provost Henderson also introduced our special guests from Shohoku College of the SONY Institute of Higher Education in Japan. They arrived on September 4, 2010 to learn about our Community College District. They are here specifically to study CCC’s Child Development program, WYCC-TV and our Culinary Arts program.

The Provost also provided information on specialty accreditation of the career and technical programs at each college; she provided an update on the restructure of the Nursing program and the Nursing Exit Policy.